NAME:

Bill Gates

Date of birth: October 28, 1955
FENG SHUI Profiling:

Fire, Earth, Fire

9.5.9

Fire, earth, fire: It is a production cycle, as fire produce earth. To harmonize a strongly present fire
element, introduce the wood element with green colors, and with high and rectangular forms.

Birth Energy:
Control Energy:
Destination Energy:

Sun
Earth-Pivot
Sun

The Energy of the Sun:

(fire, yang)
(earth, yin/yang)
(fire, yang)

General Profile

Mirror, my beautiful mirror...
Sun energy is radiant, bright and warm... no surprises that it produces elegant people who love
being in the limelight! Intelligent, determined and even clairvoyant, they have a good sense of
the future. They could even lead major companies... if some of them were not so indecisive!
Don`t think that they like their indecision, on the contrary, it gets them irritated! In fact, they act
impulsively, without thinking of their surroundings. There is no maliciousness or indifference, they
are just extraverted who love to convince others, to the point that they can lose themselves in their
own diatribes.
Not everybody appreciate their exuberance, but do they deserve all the criticisms they provoke ?
Most likely not... Yes, appearances are important to them, and they are always in search of others
recognition. But it is because they need re-assurance, and others opinion is the best mirror to
them. If some see them as superficial, the truth is that they take things at heart.
Some could accuse them of being superficial, but deep inside their mundane appearance, there is
well hidden some real heart qualities.
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like doing things fast and well, but to achieve their goals, they need to be surrounded with loyalty,
stability and caution... and patience.
They also need to learn to listen and trust their instinct, because they can be often abused by non
scrupulous people who manipulate them. They can become very vindictive when they believe they
have been betrayed.
When it comes to Love, they are attached to the social image of the couple, and won't fall in love
with a rebel or a social case.

Best emotional relations: With natives of earth-pivot, wind and thunder
Best professional relations: With natives of thunder, wind, hearth-pivot, valley and mountain.
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Proud
Determined
Aggressive
Candid
Hot tempered
Tenacious
Vain

_________________________________________
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Modus Operande: Individual profile

It is the energy of Victor Hugo, Thomas Edison, Winston Churchill, Lee Strasberg,
Walt Disney, Gianni Versace, John Grisham, Charlotte Rampling and Monica Seles…

Here is a proud nature who can become aggressive sometime. Determined, not easy to satisfy,
hot tempered, this subject does anything to get to his goals.
If he looks arrogant to those who don't know him, this apparent distance allows him to hide great
honesty and even candor. He is always ready to take on a new challenge, but is tenacious and has
a hard time to "let go".
He likes being admired and appreciated, but also aware of all those who try to manipulate him.
Our native is a great leader and is aware of his difficulty to create and maintain harmonious
relationships in his inner circle, both professionally and personally.
e pays attention to all financial matters while the universe provides, and money definitely helps
making life more agreeable.
No improvisation, and all in style! Perfectionist, he won't leave anything unfinished and is very
annoyed by people who begin things and do not finish them.
There is in his character extraordinary resources of heroism and devotion. However, if he doesn't
control his excessive pride and his capacity to under-estimate others, he will feel very alone.
When it comes to love, he has a very high image of the ideal relationship.
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The last two years:
2012:When the energy of the Sun meets the energy of the Mountain
The party is over! Everything changes. It was the moment to move, change his activity or
conceive a new very long term project. It was also a time of calm and serenity, of retreat
and inner development that our native particularly appreciated. Time is less of an issue.
He liked it, and felt comfortable in this period of reflection.

2013:When the energy of the Sun meets its own energy
This is the year where everybody recognized his merits! But also a year where nothing
could be hidden. Being straight, and not trying to cheat the IRS! It was also a year where our
native exhausted his strength and needed to rest more than usually.

The next three years:

2014:When the energy of the Sun meets the energy of the Moon
It is a time where this native must be patient, conceive his projects, study, and design his future
without acting on them. He will hate this slow period. However, it only seems to be slow, as the
energy continue to build-up in a hidden manner. A little bit of patience will bring excellent results.

2015:When the energy of the Sky meets the energy of the Valley
Enough Isolation! Our native of the sun will come out of his cocoon: Relations with others are
on schedule: Marriage, divorce, association, separation. It is also an ideal time to put some
order in his life, and put the past behind. Things move, even though it is not moving as fast as
he would like.

2016:When the energy of the Sun meets the energy of the Thunder
New opportunities, new experiences, new beginnings: This year is the year to initiate vast projects
and take risks. This native is at his pick. He likes new ideas, and loves the fast pace of the new
incoming proposals. But this fast rhythm will get him tired: He likes the movement, but it has to be
about him.
_________________________________________
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